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RAMBLER
STEEL TOW BAR
™

TRUST
THE TOWING
EXPERTS.
INTRODUCING
THE ALL-NEW
TOW BAR LINE
BY CURT!

PART# 70001
The CURT Rambler™ steel tow bar is easy to use and highly tested
for reliable flat towing. It also stores quickly and conveniently,
featuring pivoting arms that can be moved to either side or apart.
The CURT Rambler™ is rigorously tested for absolute confidence
in your towing setup. It has a solid steel construction and
7,500-pound gross towed vehicle weight rating.

• Automatic, hands-free locking
mechanism ensures you are ready to tow
• Extended arm length for extra hookup radius and clearance
• Weighs less than 40 pounds for easy handling and setup
• Rigorous physical testing for proven safety and performance
• Active slide resistance provides enhanced control
• Polymer isolator washers reduce
friction for smooth, anti-rattle operation
• Fully sealed design and rubber sleeves
protect against dirt and debris
• Premium textured black finish for
lasting corrosion and wear resistance
• Fits 2” x 2” trailer hitch receiver tubes
• Two hitch pin holes for added clearance
• Compatible with CURT or Blue Ox base plates (sold separately)

Patented, non-binding latches for easy
release on inclines, declines and turns

Three stowing positions to avoid
obstructions and maximize versatility

Check out our complete product line at curtmfg.com or call us at 877.287.8634
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TRUST THE TOWING EXPERTS
CURT has a long history and experience in the towing industry - we know it in and out.
We test our products to rigorous standards because successful towing starts with safety.
Years of knowledge and experience have culminated to produce our line of tested,
proven RV tow bars. CURT tow bars are well-crafted, easy to use and reliably tough
to give you the peace of mind to enjoy every mile of the road ahead.

WHY CURT TOW BARS ARE SUPERIOR

DESIGN
EXPERTISE

DETAILED
CRAFTSMANSHIP

UNCOMPROMISED
TESTING

Years of engineering experience
have been poured into the design
of our tow bars, delivering superior
features, such as our patented,
non-binding latches.

Down to the smallest detail –
like a fully sealed design and
slide-resistant arms – CURT tow
bars are crafted for real RVers
and everyday road warriors.

Computer testing isn’t enough on
its own. CURT RV tow bars are
rigorously tested in real-world,
physical conditions to ensure the
safety of you and your loved ones.

